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1.   Check contents. Place the baseplate in required position on the grass making sure that it is far enough away from any
     obstructions for the rotating arm.
2.   Mark the �rst hole with a screwdriver/marker. (Fig 1) Move the baseplate out of the way and push the anchor into the ground
      where marked. 
3.   Place the hammer cap over the anchor before hammering. (Fig 2)
4.   Hammer the anchor into the ground, (Fig 3). When it is at ground level remove the cap.
5.   Reposition the baseplate over the existing anchor, mark the postion of the next anchor. 
6.   Repeat steps 2 to 5 until all three anchors have been installed into the ground.  
7.   Place the baseplate over the anchors to check position of anchors to the holes on the baseplate. If required, tap the anchor
     slightly to bring it back in line with the hole on the baseplate. (Fig 4)
8.  Check baseplate to make sure it is level. (Fig 5) Knock the relevant anchors further into the ground if necessary to bring the
     plate level. (Remembering to use the hammer cap to avoid damaging the anchor top) 
10. Insert the bolts over the baseplate into the top of the anchors, and tighten. (Fig 6)  
11. Take the 2.5m (28mm) top pole section with the cleat and joint at the bottom, and insert it into the bottom of
     the vertical sleeve. (Fig 7)  Push it all the way up until it comes out the top of the sleeve. (Fig 8)
7.  Join the two pieces of carbon �bre rod together.  Feed the carbon �bre rod into the top of the sleeve on the curved edge, 
     black tip end �rst. (Fig 9)
8.  Push the other end of the carbon �bre rod into the yellow connector on the arm section. (Fig 10)
9.  Push the carbon rod completely into the sleeve right down to the bottom, (Fig 11) this enables you to mount the arm T joint
     over the vertical 28mm pole section. (Fig 12)
10. Secure the T joint on the end of the pole by tightening the grub screws with the allen key provided. (Fig 13)
11. Insert the yellow button on the end of the rope into the cleat on the pole, slide down the pole to tension the �ag and
       tighten the wingnut.  (Fig 14)
12. Add the 2.5m (45mm) bottom section onto the joint of the top section. (Fig 15) Install the pole over the spigot on the base.
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CONTENTS

2.5m (40mm) Pole
2.5m (28mm) Pole
(with joint and cleat attached)
2 x Carbon Fibre Rods
0.5m Arm (T joint attached)
1 Allen Key

Vision Pole Speci�cations
Pole Height
Length of bottom section
Inside diameter of bottom section
Outside diameter of bottom section
Length of top section
Inside diameter of top section
Outside diameter of top section
Arm length (not incl connector or T joint)
Arm Outside diameter
Arm Inside diameter
Length of Carbon �bre rod with joiner
Length of Carbon �bre rod with tip
Total weight
Anchor length
Anchor diameter
Anchor head size
Anchor bolt size
Baseplate ‘footprint diameter’
Baseplate depth
Spigot length
Spigot external diameter
Overall Baseplate height
Total Weight
Flag size

5m
2.5m
40.39mm
44.45mm
2.5m
25mm
28mm
0.5m
28mm
25mm
1.24m
1.515m
3.2kg
500mm
40mm
22mm
m12
270mm
5mm
24mm
40mm
25mm
6kg
90cm x 225cm

Baseplate
3 Ground Anchors
(Hammer Cap not
supplied)

Remove pole from baseplate before uninstalling the plate

Do not �y �ag when wind speed exceeds Force 7 (32mph)

It remains the responsibility of the user to establish the suitability
of the product /s for the use/s to which they are put

WARNINGS

1. TAKE DOWN POLE.  NO NOT ATTEMPT 
TO REMOVE THE BASEPLATE WITHOUT
FIRST  TAKING DOWN THE POLE.
2. Undo bolts on top of the baseplate.
3. Remove the baseplate.
4. Unscrew the anchors one by one
 from the ground using the adjustable wrench.


